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1 INTRODUCTION
Current typical installation costs of solar water heating systems
in the UK, a northern maritime climate are £4800, with annual
cost savings from a UK-based field trial reported as £60 – 85 [1].
The most recent set of statistics available on the UK market size
for solar thermal collectors in terms of capacity (kWth) and area [2]
reported that, in 2012, the total area of glazed collectors in operation was 709 673 m2 with a capacity of 459 899 mkWhth. The
total area and thermal capacity of flat plate and vacuum tube
collectors installed in 2012 were 47 893 and 11 382 m2 and
33 525 and 7967 kWth, respectively. In northern maritime climates, evacuated tube solar water heaters (ETSWHs) utilizing
heat-pipe absorbers for removal of solar gain are the most effective means of collecting solar energy [3– 5] due to the unique
thermophysical properties of heat pipes. Unfortunately, heatpipe ETSWHs have higher capital costs than direct flow systems
reducing their attractiveness to consumers. This research investigates the integration of two potential cost reduction methods;
thermosyphon fluid circulation and reflective concentrators. By
designing and commercializing such a system, a decrease in
capital cost and reduced payback periods could be achieved.

This would potentially increase the uptake of such solar water
heating systems by stimulating consumer demands, reduce fossil
fuel-based combustion for production of thermal energy and
lower CO2 emissions.
Previous research has reported that the efficiency of a solar
water heater using thermosyphon fluid circulation (natural convective heat transfer) instead of forced convective heat transfer
which requires a pump with an integrated control unit to transfer
solar gain from the absorber to the hot water storage tank has a
similar system efficiency [6]. Reflective concentrators’ particularly
compound parabolic concentrators (CPCs) [7] improve the efficiency of solar energy systems at higher temperatures as the area
of ‘hot’ absorber is reduced, decreasing radiative heat losses producing thermal energy at more useful (higher) temperatures.
Secondly, as the area of absorber is reduced, the cost of the system
is reduced as the number of vacuum tubes required decreases [6].
Low-concentration (1.1 – 2) CPC systems could capture a
substantial fraction of diffuse radiation [8] so could be potentially deployed in northern maritime climates to reduce cost and
improve performance.
Globally, over 90% of installed domestic solar water heaters
use thermosyphon fluid circulation to transfer solar gain from
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Under transient climatic conditions, solar water heaters using heat pipes are more effective at capturing
incident solar radiation than other equivalent sized solar water heaters. The cost must be reduced to
improve uptake of such systems. To investigate two methods were considered by this study: thermosyphon
fluid flow and reflective concentrators. A physical reconfigurable laboratory model of the manifold and
associated condensers of a heat-pipe-evacuated tube system were fabricated; fluid circulation was via
thermosyphonic action, particle imaging velocimetry derived velocity maps and the use of concentrators
was simulated. When condenser spacing was doubled, the Nusselt number increased by 43%, the velocity
by 55% but the heat transfer efficiency of the model manifold decreased by 9%. Potential annual energy
savings of 10 207 GWh could be realized if such systems could be successfully fabricated.
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experiments. The significance of the results obtained, techniques
derived from the experimental data for optimizing designs of
thermosyphon ETSWHs are discussed and cost and energy
reduction estimates for the UK solar thermal market are
presented.

2 METHODOLOGY
The fabrication of the physical laboratory model, the setup of
the PIV equipment and the experimental technique used to
investigate the thermosyphon fluid flow regime are described in
Sections 2.1 – 2.3, respectively.

2.1 Fabrication of Physical Laboratory Model
Manifold
A physical laboratory model manifold constructed to the same
dimensions as a 1-m2 collector array was assembled at the
University of Ulster. Its external and internal dimensions (mm)
are shown in Figure 1.
The condenser array was physically simulated using solid
copper cylinders ( pin-fins) with an electric element (cartridge
heater) inserted allowing the power supplied to be carefully controlled, maintained and higher heat fluxes on the condensers to
be simulated.

2.2 Setup of 2D-PIV
PIV has the advantage of allowing the visualization of the instantaneous thermosyphon fluid flow field over an extended area
using a single measurement [19]. To observe the displacement
of fluid elements, the fluid flow under investigation was ‘seeded’
with small (20 mm) neutrally buoyant polyamide tracer particles, allowing these to travel at the same velocity as the fluid
under investigation. A 2D-PIV analysis of the model manifold
provided a visual interpretation of the interactions between the
heat transfer fluid, pin-fins and enclosure walls. Image pairs
were taken with a camera synchronized to the laser. Image processing software enabled tracking of particles through the flow
field, allowing the magnitude and direction of the thermosyphon fluid flow to be quantified. The frequency of the
laser pulses was set at 10 Hz with a camera exposure time of
10 000 ms.

2.3 Experimental Technique
From Figure 1 for the 10 pin-fin configuration, the first pin-fin,
pin-fin 1, was on the left side beneath the inlet port and pin-fin
10 beneath the outlet port. For the five pin-fin configuration,
the pin-fin directly beneath the inlet port was removed and the
pin-fin immediately to the right denoted as pin-fin 1 the pin-fin
beneath the outlet port was denoted as pin-fin 5. The design
allowed the cartridge heaters to be replaced and pin-fins to be
removed simulating the removal of evacuated tubes.
Under steady-state conditions at solar noon, the rate of heat
transfer (Q) from each pin-fin/condenser to the surrounding
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the solar collector to the hot water storage tank [9]. Research on
thermosyphon circulation for evacuated solar thermal systems
has been mostly on direct flow systems subjected to climatic conditions that vary significantly from northern maritime regions.
The thermal performance of a commercial close-coupled thermosyphon glass concentric counter flow ETSWH was evaluated
using an internationally recognized test procedure [10]. Under
the load conditions specified in the Australian solar water heating standards, this system achieved a 55% reduction in energy
usage, when supplying thermal energy to preheat a domestic hot
water supply [11]. A similar study [12] evaluated another commercial close-coupled thermosyphon glass concentric counter
flow ETSWH using the same internationally recognized procedure. The experimental data were used to numerical model the
collector, predicting thermal performance for this system as a
solar preheater delivering nocturnal hot water loads for locations
in Australia, China and Europe, to an accuracy of +5%. The experimental performance of water in glass ETSWH was measured
by determining its optical and heat loss characteristics. Under
the climatic conditions of Sydney, Australia, its efficiency was
found to be lower than a similar sized flat-plate solar water
heater [13] for delivery of domestic hot water.
Previous research on thermosyphon fluid circulation in different fluids such as air has been carried out. Experimentation
by [14] generated interferograms of natural convective heat
transfer fluid flows generated from heated vertical and inclined
arrays of pin-fins. Other related studies on interactive pin-fin
arrays and cylinders subject to natural convective heat transfer
[12, 15 – 19] only considered idealized situations with regular
but simple cavity geometries none of which were loop thermosyphons. The manifold chamber of the proprietary heat-pipe
ETSWH under investigation in this article differs from the idealized situations considered by previous research by having an
irregular six-sided cross section.
Thermosyphon fluid flow rates were measured to within
+2% using laser Doppler anemometry [20]. Images and velocity of natural convective fluid flows generated from physical
laboratory all glass evacuated tube models were visualized using
2D-particle imaging velocimetry (2D-PIV) and compared with
numerical simulations the results varied by +1.6% The velocity
of the thermosyphon fluid flow rate was sufficient to degrade
thermal stratification within the hot water storage tank [19].
Some prior research investigating the performance of heatpipe ETSWHs was undertaken at the University of Ulster’s solar
test facilities and indoor particle imaging velocimetry suite
[21 – 23]. The performance of a physical laboratory model manifold was found comparable with that of an ETSWH when exposed to similar operating conditions; further details are provided
in [21]. This article provides further data experimental work
undertaken, investigating heat transfer within the manifold of
thermosyphon heat-pipe ETSWHs discussing the significance
and impact of the collected data. This work demonstrates that
the thermofluidic phenomena that occur within the manifold of
these systems simulated using a simplified physical model can
be used for design improvements to be made using low-cost
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Figure 1. 3D cross-sectional and front views depicting the external and internal dimensions of model manifold chamber (not drawn to scale).

fluid is constant, so flux conditions were similar to an operational solar water heater [21]. Two different pin-fin arrangements were investigated using the model manifold and both
under simulated conditions of 1000 W m22; the 100-W cartridge heaters in the remaining five pin-fins were replaced by
five 200-W cartridge heaters. The heaters were switched on
in the manifold and left for 1 h to ensure that steady-state conditions were reached, seeding particles added and images of
the manifold for each configuration collected so that visual
comparisons could be made. Firstly, 10 pin-fins were used,
simulating a conventional nonconcentrating heat-pipe evacuated tube manifold, then every other pin-fin was removed (1, 3,
5, 7, 9) and electrical energy supplied doubled. This kept the
thermal input the same but reduced the area available for heat
transfer by 50% to investigate the effect of using reflective concentrators on heat transfer and fluid flow. Each pin-fin had a
t-type thermocouple (+0.18C) located internally 3 mm from
the surface of the pin-fin, Platinum-resistive thermometry
devices (RTDs) were used to measure the temperature of the
ambient, fluid entering and exiting the manifold to an accuracy
of +0.18C. Power was measured using voltage and current
transducers to an accuracy of 1% and energy consumed measured using an electrical energy consumption meter to the
nearest Wh.

Figure 3. Vector map 5 pin-fin configuration, fluid flow distribution observed
in model manifold at pin-fin 1, mean velocity 9  1023ms – 1.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Image Processing
Fifty double-frame images of the fluid flow field around the
manifold inlet were captured to determine if any observable differences between the two configurations could be visualized
using 2D-PIV. For the 10 pin-fins configuration, images were
collected from the area around pin-fins 2 to 3. For the five
pin-fin configuration, images were collected from around
pin-fin 1. Due to the layout of the model manifold, it was not
possible to observe pin-fin 1 in the 10 pin-fin configuration or
pin-fin 5 in the five pin-fin setup. A vector statistics map for each
of the 50 processed vector maps was produced, image processing
removes outlying and erroneous vectors [24].

3.2 Processed Images
The vector maps of the internal fluid flow regime of the entrance
region under similar conditions derived from the image processing process are shown in Figures 2 and 3, for the 10 pin-fin
( pin-fins 2 and 3) and 5 pin-fin model manifold configurations
( pin-fin 1), respectively.
There are clear discernible differences between the two configurations; Figures 2 and 3 show the entrance region of the 10
International Journal of Low-Carbon Technologies 2014, 0, 1– 5 3 of 5
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Figure 2. Vector map 10 pin-fin configuration, fluid flow distribution observed
in model manifold between pin-fins 2 and 3, mean velocity 4  10 – 3m s – 1.
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pin-fin and 5 pin-fin configurations, respectively. Differences are
observed with recirculation zones visible beside pin-fin 2 in
Figure 2 whereas these are absent and fluid velocity has increased
by more than 100% in Figure 3. The Nusselt numbers for
pin-fins 2 and 3 in the 10 fin configuration were calculated as
124 and 218, respectively. For the five pin-fin configuration, the
Nusselt number at pin-fin 1 (located at same point as pin-fin 2 in
10 pin-fin system) was calculated as 67; at the second pin-fin
( pin-fin 4 in 10 pin-fin configuration), it was 257. At the furthermost pin-fin in the 10 pin-fin array ( pin-fin 10), the Nusselt
number was 900; for the five pin-fin array, it was 1019. Over the
measurement period, the 10 pin-fin model manifold had a heat
removal efficiency 9% greater than the 5 pin-fin configuration
but had twice the surface area available for heat transfer.

4 SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT OF RESULTS

5 CONCLUSION
The construction of a model manifold that simulated the manifold of a heat-pipe ETSWH was described. 2D-PIV revealed
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